Simple and tunable Förster resonance energy transfer-based bioprobes for high-throughput monitoring of caspase-3 activation in living cells by using flow cytometry.
Sensing systems based on Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) can be used to monitor enzymatic reactions, protein-protein interactions, changes in conformation, and Ca2+ oscillations in studies on cellular dynamics. We developed a series of FRET-based chimeric bioprobes, each consisting of fluorescent protein attached to a fluorescent dye. Green and red fluorescent proteins were used as donors and a series of Alexa Fluor dyes was used as acceptors. The basic fluorescent proteins were substituted with appropriate amino acids for recognition of the target (caspase-3) and subjected to site-directed modification with a fluorescent dye. Variants that retained similar emission profiles to the parent proteins were readily derived for use as FRET-based bioprobes with various fluorescent patterns by incorporating various fluorescent proteins and dyes, the nature of which could be adjusted to experimental requirements. All the constructs prepared functioned as bioprobes for quantitative measurement of caspase-3 activity in vitro. Introduction of the bioprobes into cells was so simple and efficient that activation of caspase-3 upon apoptosis could be monitored by means of cytometric analysis. FRET-based bioprobes are valuable tool for high-throughput flow-cytometric analysis of many cellular events when used in conjunction with other fluorescent labels or markers. Statistical dynamic studies on living cells could provide indications of paracrine signaling.